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Washing

Finishes

Due to differences between monitors and colour balances, the images cannot be considered a faithful representation of the actual finishes. 

Please request a sample before ordering.  

These values are given in good faith but are merely indicative; they are not in any way binding. 

The use of the product must be considered according to what you want to create. No liability is accepted for inappropriate use. 

Any discrepancies with the price list currently in force cannot be cause for complaint.

ITALY UNI 9175 Class 1/M

NAUTICAL FTP Code 307 (88): 10 Annex 1 Part 8

Some colouring used for clothing and accessories (e.g. jeans) may transfer onto the paler colours on this item. This risk increases with 
temperature and humidity. G&F srl accepts no liability for any colour transfer caused by external contaminants.

Fire Resistance

EUROPE EN 1021:2014 part1 and part 2

ENGLAND BS 5852 IS0 cigarette + BS 5852 IS 1 match

flex resistance EN 13512-bally > 80.000 cycles

breaking strength ISO 1421 
lenght 600 N/5 cm

height 480 N/5 cm

Physical and Mechanical Characteristics

> 15.000 cyclesflex resistance after Jungle test EN 12749 and UNI 4818-13

abrasion resistance ISO 5470-2 > 100.000 (martindale)

IRISH leatherette

Properties

For those who prefer not to use products of animal origin, Leatherette is an excellent alternative thanks to its outstanding workmanship 
and extremely soft tactile feel.It has a similar look and feel to leather, achieved exclusively using materials such as synthetic fibre and 
polyester. It is fully fireproof, does not absorb liquids and it offers good tear strength. 

Composition 65% PU- 29% PL - 6% CO

lightfastness ISO 105 B02 xeno 6⁄7

Weight 550 gr/m² ±5%

SolidiColour fastness 

dry rubbing fastness ISO 106/7 X12 crock metter 5

wet rubbing fastness ISO 106/7 X12 crock metter 5


